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“VoiceSignals identified the traits of our highest 
converting prospects, showed us the precise lift in 
our conversion by focusing on them, and served up 
interaction guidance so our Loan Officers can build 
rapport and relationships without any additional 
training. This is taking understanding your customer 
to new levels.“

Dave Brown, CEO - Refi.com
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Refi.com, an organization that offers mortgage loan refinancing, partnered with VoiceSignals 

to boost profit by increasing the average call-to-fund rate. VoiceSignals’ People Intelligence 

Platform (PIP) analyzed conversations between Refi’s sales agents and customers. The 

platform revealed the key personality traits distinguishing Refi’s mortgage loan applicants who 

completed the transaction by funding a loan versus those applicants who did not complete the 

mortgage transaction. A Machine Learning algorithm was developed that accurately identifies 

a prospect/caller who funds versus those who apply but do not fund within a minute of a phone 

conversation. Using this predictive behavioral intelligence, Refi can develop strategies to increase 

conversion rates. A second opportunity to boost conversion rates was identified by reviewing 

the PIPs analyses of the sales team. The key traits associated with sales agent success and 

the optimal sales approach for agents to use with Refi’s prospective borrowers were identified. 

Opportunities for the strategic hiring of new salespeople based on their personality traits and 

training for existing sales agents are discussed.

Refi.com provides a user-friendly platform for borrowers looking to refinance a loan. Like most 

mortgage originators, the majority of time Refi agents spend with prospects does not result in 

revenue due to the low percentage of opportunities that make it through the funnel and choose 

to refinance through Refi. Figure 1 shows the call-to-app-to-fund funnel for Refi. On average, 

fifteen percent of phone conversations with prospective borrowers lead to an application being 

submitted, and only four percent of phone conversations will ultimately lead to a loan being 

funded/refinance occurring.

www.voicesignals.com

Summary

1. Background
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Research in behavioral sciences has shown that personality traits are predictive of various 

behaviors across all areas of life. For example, the Big Five personality traits of Openness, 

Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism have been associated with 

learning to play an instrument, academic achievement, exercising, tobacco consumption, and 

gambling, respectivelyi,ii.

While the Big Five personality traits predict a person’s decisions and behavior, scientific research 

has consistently shown that optimal behavior prediction is achieved at the more granular level of 

personality known as the facet level. As the image below shows, each of the Big Five personality 

traits have six sub-dimensions that describe more specific aspects of personality. When predicting 

a person’s behavior, such as choosing to refinance a loan, the unique combination and weighting of 

a selection of these facets maximize prediction accuracy.

 

Due to these low application and 

fund rates, agents spend substantial 

time with non-revenue-generating 

prospects. Therefore, Refi sought to 

identify prospects who have a high 

likelihood of funding so that strategic 

resource allocation could increase 

overall fund rates.

To achieve this objective, Refi 

partnered with VoiceSignals, a 

company that provides a user-friendly 

and API-accessible software platform 

that transforms speech data into 

People Intelligence. 

2. People Intelligence
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Figure 1. 
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Because of this relationship between personality and behavior, personality assessment is one of 

the most widely used forms of evaluation in employment settings. Organizations know the value 

of predicting how well someone will perform (e.g., working hard, cooperating with teammates) if 

hired. A substantial number of resources are spent predicting the future behavior of job applicants 

and current employees. This information, or intelligence, helps decision-makers at all levels across 

a business make highly informed decisions regarding the people within (or soon to be within) an 

organization. 

Yet what about the customers whose needs are the very purpose of the organization’s existence? 

Intelligence into the personality traits of an organization’s customers – on an individual and 

population level – would enable organizations to make more accurate, timely, and effective decisions 

that increase their ability to provide the right products or services to the right customers, ultimately 

increasing profits for the organization. 

Until now, the large-scale and timely collection of psychometric data on an organization’s customers 

has been nearly impossible due to cost and technological limitations. Because of these two barriers, 

the scientific literature findings that customers’ personality traits are related to vital revenue-driving 

behaviors (e.g., sales conversion, repeat purchases, loan repayments) have yet to be successfully 

leveraged and applied.

VoiceSignals has solved these two issues. Leveraging developments in Artificial Intelligence 

and Behavioral Science, VoiceSignals has developed and validated a voice-based psychometric 

assessment platform that can accurately score a person’s psychological characteristics in real-

time by listening to them speak. By removing the limitations to the assessment of an organization’s 

customers, this technology has opened the door for large-scale predictive behavioral intelligence on 

both employees and customers – this is what we call People Intelligence. 



VoiceSignals’ PIP analyzed conversations between prospective borrowers and agents. Two 

opportunities for Refi to boost the average fund rate of prospects in their funnel were identified from the 

PIP’s behavioral intelligence. The first opportunity is to identify prospects most likely to convert at the 

top of the sales funnel. The second is to leverage People Intelligence to boost the performance of the 

sales team and their ability to close/fund prospects. These opportunities are presented below.

A. Identifying and Converting Valuable Customers

Psychometric voice-based personality assessment can be applied to identify which prospects are 

most likely to convert within seconds of a phone conversation. Results revealed significant differences 

between prospects who fund and those who apply but do not end up funding (labeled as “No Fund” 

in Figure 2). . Identifying these No Fund prospects at the top of the funnel will provide opportunities 

to increase conversion with optimal resource allocation, significantly reduce Refi’s average Customer 

Acquisition Cost (CAC) and dramatically enrich their forecasting knowing which specific borrowers in 

their pipeline have the highest probability to convert. An example of the difference in the trait Openness 

(O on the graph in Figure 2) between Funds and No Funds shown in Figure 2 is identified by the vertical 

purple line. Overall, significant differences are seen in all the Big Five traits except Neuroticism. 

Figure 2. Big Five Personality Traits of Refi’s Customers

3. People Intelligence Identifies Opportunities 
to Boost Conversion Rates for Refi.com
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Interestingly, people who fund look very similar to people who choose not to apply (identified as 

“No App” in Figure 2). This similarity is identified by the horizontal purple line, which shows very 

similar scores on the trait of Conscientiousness between people who had a phone conversation 

but chose not to apply (identified as No App in Figure 2) and people who decided to apply and 

subsequently were funded (Fund). No Apps and Funds have similar scores on all the Big Five 

personality traits. 

These distinctions in personality profiles could be used to develop a Machine Learning algorithm 

that uses facet level information to predict who does versus who does not fund through Refi after 

applying. The traits used by this Machine Learning algorithm to predict Fund versus No Fund are 

shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Traits in The Machine Learning Algorithm

Figure 3. Accuracy of Fund Machine Learning Persona
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The Machine Learning algorithm 

accurately predicts prospects that Fund 

versus those that do not. As shown in 

Figure 3, prospects who match the Fund 

persona have a 47% Fund rate, whereas 

those who do not fund at a rate of 12%. 

Refi.com 
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B. Selecting & Developing Valuable Loan Officers 

A utility analysis was conducted, which shows the expected tangible results from applying the 

Machine Learning algorithm to classify prospective borrowers into the Fund versus No Fund persona 

within a minute of a phone conversation. Figure 4 shows that the fund rate almost doubles (from 4% 

to 7%) if resources focus on individuals identified as Funds at the top of the funnel.  

Behavioral intelligence from the voice-based psychometric assessments also revealed the personality 

traits of Refi’s agents. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the average Big Five trait scores for all 

agents compared to the scores for a high-performing agent. As expected from the behavioral science 

literature, the top-performing agent is higher in Conscientiousness and Extraversion compared to the 

rest of the sales team. Training targeted on these traits and associated behaviors and/or screening for 

these traits in new hires will help boost the sales team’s overall performance. 

A third trait that distinguishes the top performer from the other agents visible in Figure 5 is 

Agreeableness. Salespeople high in Agreeableness will tend towards a softer sales approach, 

prioritizing relationship development and building trust rather than pushing for the sale. 

Figure 4. Applying the Machine Learning Algorithm 
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Figure 5. The Big Five Traits of Refi’s Agents

An additional analysis produced by the PIP revealed why this softer sales approach works so well for 

this individual, given that they are a top performer. This analysis looked at Refi’s prospects’ decision-

making style, motives, and communication preferences – collectively known as Buyer Type. Table 2 

shows an overview of the four different Buyer Types produced by the PIP. These Buyer Types are based 

on scientific literature and VoiceSignals’ internal research. Prospects are categorized into a Buyer Type 

category based on their dominant mix of personality traits.

Table 2. VoiceSignals’ Buyer Type Framework
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The PIP identified that the Buyer Type of Refi’s most valuable prospects – prospects who fund – is 

Amiable-Adventurous. These individuals are motivated by collaboration and excitement, prioritizing 

and seeking relationship building and new experiences. Conversely, the Buyer Type of Refi’s prospects 

who app but do not fund is Assertive-Analytical. These individuals are very risk-conscious and think 

through decisions very carefully. 

Knowing the Buyer Type of prospects, we can see which agents are best suited to match with a 

prospect based on the prospect’s Buyer Type and the agent’s personality traits. This analysis revealed 

that the top performer mentioned above has a psychometric alignment that best fits Amiable-

Adventurous prospects. Most of the remainder of the sales team have traits that best align them with 

Assertive-Analytical prospects. This means that the top performer’s behavioral tendency towards a 

softer sales approach involving relationship building and collaboration is matched perfectly with the 

preferred sales approach of Refi’s most valuable prospects. 

Figure 6 shows the increased fund rate when the suitable agents are matched with the right prospects. 

There was a considerable boost in conversions where there was a match between Amiable Buyer 

Types (including both Amiable-Analytical and Amiable-Adventurous) and agents with personality 

traits that best fit this Buyer Type in the app-to-fund conversion rate (from an average of 25% to 

45%). However, when Assertive Buyer Types were matched with agents who best fit that Buyer Type, 

the conversion rate decreased to 7%. In the cases where there was a mismatch (so Assertive with 

Amiable), the conversion rate was 30%.

Figure 6. Matching Amiable Buyers with 
Amiable Agents Boosts Conversion Rates 
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4. Practical Value & ROI

The PIP identified the key traits distinguishing prospects who fund versus those who apply but do not 

fund. A Machine Learning algorithm was developed, which accurately segments prospects into Fund 

versus Not Fund personas. The application of these Machine Learning driven personas will enable 

Refi agents to know, within one minute of a phone conversation, which prospects to focus resources 

on. Loan Officers have immediate insight into prospects with the highest probability to convert. Sales 

Leaders have enriched visibility and forecasting, knowing what prospects/borrowers have the highest 

probability to convert. If Refi focused all resources on prospects identified as matching the Fund 

persona, then fund rates could roughly double. 

The PIP also identified opportunities to increase the average fund rate through strategic hiring and 

training of Refi’s sales agents. The PIP’s voice-based psychometric assessments revealed the key traits 

associated with high performance as a sales agent (i.e., a high conversion rate). These traits should 

be assessed in candidates for open sales roles. Opportunities for training were identified from the 

mismatch between the prospects’ preferred method and style of interacting with sales agents and the 

sales agents’ personality traits and behavioral tendencies. The PIP’s Sales Intelligence module provides 

real-time prospect-specific interaction guidance to help achieve this goal. 

Applying People Intelligence to increase fund rates of prospective borrowers and increase the sales 

team’s overall performance will drive improvements to Refi’s bottom line.

Refi.com 10
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5. The Future of Business Intelligence 
is People Intelligence

Across the globe, organizations of all sizes are implementing Artificial Intelligence and Machine 

Learning to increase Business Intelligence and more efficiently accomplish their mission and 

purpose. Organizations are inherently groups of people – an organized group of people – that 

are united by the goal of providing solutions to customers’ – another group of people – needs. 

Therefore, what does it mean to have Business Intelligence without intelligence and insight 

into the people who make up a business or the people they serve? Until now, the large-scale, 

efficient, and accurate psychometric assessment of all an organization’s employees and 

customers has been limited by cost and technology. 

VoiceSignals has leveraged recent advances in Artificial Intelligence and Behavioral Science 

to remove these barriers and enable organizations to see all their employees and customers’ 

personality traits and behavioral tendencies. This intelligence drives improved strategic 

decision-making and planning across all levels and functions of an organization. 

We call this People Intelligence. 
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